How to order your individual
Master Access locking system:
1. Choose your MicroSaver model
(thin, slim or twin)
2. Capture your clients needs
(Number of locks, model and quantity of keys)
3. Get your best price quotation feedback and ordering details from:
pm-accessories@ts.fujitsu.com
4. The lead time varies between 2-6 weeks
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Mobile security
from Fujitsu Kensington Lock

Master Access locking systems
IT MANAGER

Why Kensington locking systems?
Notebooks have become an invaluable asset for employees around the
world. All the facts that makes notebooks so useful to employees, also
makes them valuable prizes for thieves.
Why Kensington Master Access?
Give individual employees the power to protect their notebooks. Personal
locks let employees work on- or off-site and protect notebooks no matter
where they do business.
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Master Access Benefits:
■ With a master key, your IT staff retains universal access to unlock any
piece of equipment for upgrades, relocation or replacement.
■ Master keys also offer a quick and easy solution for misplaced or lost
keys requiring new locks.
■ Manage and maintain a limitless number of locks with a master key.
■ Accommodate personnel changes with an easy, efficient master key
solution.

MicroSaver DS Ultra thin
The Ultra Thin Notebook Lock is
designed for the ultimate defence
of even the thinnest notebook. The
nearly impenetrable disk style keyed
locking mechanism provides high
security.
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MicroSaver slim
Locks into the standard Kensington
security slot of notebooks and many
flat panel monitors, CPUs, projectors, printers, docking stations,
tablet PCs, and other devices.

Customized Master key solutions on demand
For individual project advice, contact to:
pm-accessories@ts.fujitsu.com

based on

Fujitsu products with Master Access
solution available for…

Conceivable application cases are:
■ Schools / University
■ Office department
■ Meeting room (e.g. beamer)
■ Public buildings (e.g. hospitals)
■ Show rooms

MicroSaver Twin Notebook Lock
Protect your notebook and monitor
with this double lock-head security
system. Patented T-bar locking
mechanism and super-strong
carbon tempered steel cable provide
maximum protection.

